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The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) released a notice of inquiry (NOI) seeking comment on the implications of

artificial intelligence (AI) technologies on robocalls and robotexts. The inquiry aligns with other AI initiatives of the FCC and
agencies across the federal government.

FCC Chairwoman Jessica Rosenworcel has made the reduction of robocalls and robotexts a priority for the commission

throughout her tenure as chair. This NOI is the latest step in the agency’s efforts to identify tools to mitigate robocalls and identify

sources of fraud in telecommunications networks. The information collected by the FCC in this proceeding will inform future policy

changes. Accordingly, potentially affected parties can shape the FCC’s dialogue on AI going forward by engaging with the FCC as

part of this proceeding.

In the notice, the FCC explores how new AI developments can and will affect the FCC’s current regulation of automated text and

voice messages under the Telephone Consumer Protection Act (TCPA). The FCC solicits public feedback on the benefits and

risks associated with emerging AI technologies – including voice cloning – and contemplates including machine learning in the

definition of “artificial intelligence.”

The FCC asks wide-ranging questions in the notice, and parties that participate in the proceeding also can raise their own issues on

the topic of using AI for automated calling and texting. Among the many issues raised in the notice, the FCC asks:

Whether it should define “artificial intelligence” within the proceeding – and, if so, how can “artificial intelligence” be defined in a
way that meets the FCC’s responsibilities under the TCPA?

Whether AI technologies can be used to protect consumers from robocalls and robotexts, help the FCC enforce the TCPA,
and/or promote accessibility for individuals with disabilities?

How AI technologies might be used to harm consumers by facilitating “illegal, fraudulent, or otherwise unwanted robocalls and
robotexts?”

Whether the FCC should consider “ways to verify the authenticity of legitimately generated AI voice or text content from trusted
sources, such as through the use of watermarks, certificates, labels, signatures or other forms of labels?”

Future steps the FCC should take to address AI technologies and further the inquiry on AI technologies.

Comments are due on December 18, 2023, and reply comments are due on January 16, 2024.
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